
THESIS STETEMENT

This handout describes what a thesis statement is, how thesis statements work in your writing, and how you can
discover or refine one for your draft.

Defining the Thesis Statement What is a thesis statement? Start with a tentative thesis and revise as your paper
develops. Another option is to think of a thesis statement as one complete sentence that expresses your
position. How are they the same? Persuasion is a skill you practice regularly in your daily life. By being as
clear as possible in your thesis statement, you will make sure that your reader understands exactly what you
mean. Included in this working thesis is a reason for the war and some idea of how the two sides disagreed
over this reason. If your assignment is to write a paper on kinship systems, using your own family as an
example, you might come up with either of these two thesis statements: My family is an extended family.
First, it allows the reader to get excited about what, specifically, is coming their way. Being specific in your
paper will be much more successful than writing about general things that do not say much. For example:
Companies need to exploit the marketing potential of the Internet, and Web pages can provide both
advertising and customer support. A thesis statement does not necessarily forecast organization of an essay
which can be more complex than its purpose. This is a weak thesis because it merely states an observation. As
you write the essay, you will probably begin to characterize these differences more precisely, and your
working thesis may start to seem too vague. Be prepared to explain why the point you are making is worthy of
a paper. A few suggestions below show how specific word choice sharpens and clarifies your meaning. What
happens to them that causes you to take this stance? Examples Suppose you are taking a course on
19th-century America, and the instructor hands out the following essay assignment: Compare and contrast the
reasons why the North and South fought the Civil War. But the question did not ask you to summarize; it
asked you to analyze. Always take a stand and justify further discussion. This is a strong thesis because it
shows that the two ideas are related. For example, if you're writing a seven-to-ten page paper on hunger, you
might say: World hunger has many causes and effects. Second, many causes and effects is vague. If I write, "I
love New York for three reasons," the fact that I love New York is the topic, and "three reasons" are an
indirect thesis statement. The thesis will inevitably change as you revise and develop your ideasâ€”and that is
ok! Avoid formula and generic words. What's in it for me?


